Search EBSCO eBooks and the Biography Reference Center to read about our founding fathers. Both of these databases provide reliable information that will help you learn more about them.

SIRS Discoverer
http://ars.sirs.com/discoverer.html

SIRS Discoverer is a database where you can read newspaper, magazine, and reference articles about our founding fathers. You can view images and reliable websites about them too.

Britannica School Elementary
http://school.eb.com/levels

Britannica School Elementary is a wonderful database where you can learn more about our founding fathers. It is easy to navigate and cite your sources too.

SweetSearch
http://4me.sweetsearch.com

SweetSearch is a search engine created for students conducting research. It weeds out all of the useless information and helps you gain access to reliable information.

Destiny Collections
https://goo.gl/BPjguD

5th grade - Founding Fathers - selected resources to help aid you throughout your assignment.